NDE 360- The Multi-functional NDE Platform
Features


Multiplex up to 4 Channels



Handheld/Ruggedised Use



Color Touch Screen



Backlit Screen



8+ Hours Battery Life



1 Gigabyte Removable Compact Flash



Test, Accept, Reject Key Buttons



Windows-Based WINTFS Analysis Software

Specifications

The NDE 360 is the smallest and most flexible
nondestructive evaluation platform for quality
assurance and condition assessment in the world.



16 Bit A-D Converters for 4 Channels



Up to 2 Microseconds, Simultaneous Sampling Rate
on Two Channels

Acoustic testing techniques can be used for the investigation
of concrete, rock and soil elements above or below ground,
and offer engineers or technicians powerful tools with which
to assess parameters such as: the thickness of a slab or subbase, length of a pile, location of a void, slab support or even
detailed geophysical layer analysis.



Maximum Nyquist Frequency 250 KHz



Gain Steps x1, x10, x100, x1000, Selectable per
Channel

Many techniques have been developed in the last 20 years
(i.e. Impact Echo, Impulse Response etc) but the technology
was either prohibitively priced or far too cumbersome to use
practically. The NDE 360 testing platform addresses these
issues by separating the test paraphernalia from processing,
now one system can support up to 9 testing methods in a
robust, ruggedised, battery powered system giving the
mobility and simplicity an engineer in the field needs. Tests
can be taken and analysed on site with minimal fuss or data
taken back for detailed analysis at the office using robust
software while the NDE 360 package keeps working on a
different site supporting a different test.

Testing Packages
The NDE 360 system is purchased with one or more testing
packages. You can upgrade your NDE 360 at anytime with
the purchase of a new add-on. Please see the overleaf for full
description of the test packages and their applications.

About PCTE
PCTE have over 30years experience in the measurement and
testing of concrete. With experience in research, consulting
and construction they are able to assist you in reviewing the
issues and developing solutions. PCTE can provide more than
just the equipment. They can provide leading technical
support for your business.

Other Equipment
The Olson Instrument range also includes the CTG, Freedom
Data PC and DAS as well as the resonance tester.
The full Proceq range of equipment is available for insitu non
destructive concrete measurement, including Schmidt
Hammers, Covermeters, Half Potentials, Resistivity,
Ultrasonics and Permeability.
We also supply Intelli-Rock maturity, temp and humidity
logging systems, corrosion rate monitoring equipment,
Ground Penetrating Radar.
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